
The Reign of Faith 
 

“The only limit to our realization of tomorrow will be our doubts of today.  

Let us move forward with strong and active faith.” 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt 

 

Indeed, the strength of our faith opens the way to the road of breakthrough and 

advancement in life.  The absence of faith produced stagnancy in life.  The only 

limitation today is our self-imposed limitation of fears.  Fear produces victim and 

loser in life whereas faith produces victor and winner in life.  Every winner has a 

great courage of faith residing in their heart.  Every problem in life bowed out when 

the shadow of faith passes by.  

 

The kingdom of this world has always been infected with the toxins of fears.  The 

kingdom of God is saturated with the atmosphere of faith.  Winners live in the climate 

of faith.  Winners and faith are synonyms terms.  When these two kingdoms clash, 

fear must bow out in shame.  By the spirit of faith, we must conquer and root out 

every fear.  “Who through faith subdued kingdoms, wrought righteousness, obtained 

promises, stopped the mouth of lions.” (Heb 11:33).  By strong faith, every kingdom 

of fear shall topple down and every lion that intimidates us with fear shall be slayed. 

 

The devil has an active agenda theses days, working overtime to innoculate 

Christians with the virus of fear.  He has in many ways succeeded quite well.  

Christians are baptized with the spirit of fear and their speeches revealed it all.  They 

have lost their joy and peace.  Fear has choked the word and strangled their faith: 

their faith are suffocating and their faith are soon paralysed.  They suffered from the 

drought of faith. 

 

Every storm and adversity you faced in life revealed your interior condition and the 

weakness of the inner foundation of faith.  Many believers are shattered by the 

reports of the economy.  Fear makes cowards and faith makes champions.  Like 

Nehemiah, we must rebuild our walks and foundation of faith.  Take the medicine of 

His word to dissolve and cure every inward germ and virus that seeks to weaken our 

faith. We must be quarantined to stay on the bed of Joshua 1:8, never to allow the 

crowd to poison our minds.  Listen only to the voice of His word rather than the 

sounds of media.  Pitch our tent and abode day and night on the pastures of His 

word rather than the opinions of men.  Let His word inspires you again.  Let His word 

invigorate your mind again.  Let His word infused you with burning faith once again. 

 

When the storm broke out in last November, the radiation of negativism went global.  

I hide myself in the promises of His word.  The arrows of negativism went over my 

head and missed me.   Daily I seek to wash my soul from negativism with the laver 

of His word (Eph 5:26).  I refused to speak and think like the rest of the fallen world.  



I immersed myself in the river of His word, soaking my brain cells with positivism and 

optimism.  From January to 16 March, I went on the second round of “word fast”, 

reading nothing except faith and prosperity.  I came out as a roaring lion with the 

roars that makes the mountain of fears to crumble before me (Mk 11:23).  The roars 

of faith drive away even the shadow of negativism from my household. 

 

It’s high time to feed intensively on His word.  His word must rule over our minds and 

mouths.  Let nothing else be true except the integrity of His word.  The word shall 

make us immune to the dark energy of fear.  The word shall repel every noise of 

negativism.  Those who meditate upon His word consistently shall reign in life as 

king.  Amen. 


